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Each volume in this series is liturgically accurate, magnificently printed, and beautifully bound
as befits its use for the Prayer of the Church. You will find this set ideal for both your private
and your communal daily prayer.
2018 GIFT IDEAS - COLORING BOOKS FOR GROWN-UPS - CATHOLIC This Catholic
Coloring Devotional provides prayer, scripture, reflection, and inspiration as you Color the
Psalms. All scripture passages are from the Catholic Bible and are suitable for family study.
This Catholic Bible Devotional & Adult Coloring Book contains 30 coloring pages, each with
unique flower designs and scripture passage, allowing you to relax, relieve stress, and color in
prayerful meditation. Product Details: All bible verses from the Catholic Bible Each bible verses
presented in beautiful typography with coloring patterns & illustrations Each page printed singlesided on bright white paper Premium matte cover finish Soothing black patterns on reverse
pages to minimize bleed Perfect for all coloring mediums High quality 60lb (90gsm) paper
stock Large format 8.5"x11.0" (22x28cm) pages The Drawn To Faith collection includes:
Stations of the Cross - ISBN 1533224730 Mysteries of the Rosary - ISBN 1945888415 Color
the Psalms - ISBN 1533224749 Color the Proverbs - ISBN 1533224773 Color the Gospel ISBN 153322479X Color the Epistles ("Letters") - ISBN 1533224811 Catholic Journaling Bible
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- ISBN 1945888695
Easy to color and easy to read! Reflect on the precious truths of Scripture with the NIV
Beautiful Word(tm) Coloring Bible, Large Print, featuring beautiful line art for coloring and a
large type size. Perfect for all ages, this Bible's thick white paper with lightly ruled lines in the
extra-wide margins provides ample space for your own artistic expressions and journaling. The
NIV Beautiful Word(tm) Coloring Bible, Large Print is a perfect gift that will become a cherished
keepsake full of personalized creative expressions of faith. Features of this treasured Bible
include: Hundreds of verses illustrated in ready-to-color line art Readable 10-point type size
Thicker white paper for enduring note-taking Lined, wide margins for notes, reflections and art
Complete text of the accurate, readable, and clear New International Version (NIV) Easy-toread black letter text in a single-column format Lays flat in your hand or on your desk Ribbon
marker
Meet Jesus more fruitfully in the Eucharist. Fr. Lovasik helps you recognize Christ's presence
in the Eucharist, emphasizing Christ's Sacrifice and showing how you can receive everything
that God offers you in the Mass.
You'll love the brand-new Women sBible Study Coloring Journal featuring a unique blend of
Bible study and coloring elements plus ample journaling space."
Relax and have fun coloring inspirational pictures and designs while becoming acquainted with
exquisite stained glass windows from around the world. This coloring book is designed for
children, teens, and adults, from kindergarten age to senior citizens. The 32 beautiful
illustrations in this book were adapted from actual stained glass windows from some of the
world's most magnificent Catholic and Christian cathedrals and churches dating from the
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Medieval and Renaissance to the Modern era. They include rose patterns, Gothic and floral
designs, and Bible themes. There are also 20 gift cards to color and cut out. Cathedrals are
generally designed to be spiritually touching and awe-inspiring with the idea to lift one's
attention to the heavenly things. Sometimes one need only to step inside such splendid
churches to feel a wonderful sense of inner peace. Many stained glass windows are also
designed to teach about God, Bible stories, and the lives of the saints. As with the great
cathedrals, the illustrations in this coloring book are intended to inspire the mind, sooth the
heart, and uplift the spirit. With this book there are no rules on how to color, and you don't even
need to stay in the lines. Feel free to use any colors or media you like such as crayons, colored
pencils, felt-tip pens, or markers. The illustrations are printed on one side of the page on 60#
library-quality, white paper. If using markers or paint, a sheet of paper may be inserted
underneath the page while coloring it to protect the next page. Coloring is a great way to
unwind and to express oneself artistically. Happy coloring!
Make the perfect gift for anyone who loves coloring! Enjoy this Psalms Coloring Book for adults
and teens who want to relax and learn about God and religion. Click the cover to reveal what's
inside! About this book: ? 30 pages with Bible quotes ? Printed on high quality solid white
paper. ? Easily color with crayons, colored pencils, markers or colored pens, ? Beautiful
designs appropriate for women and men ? Glossy cover Put a SMILE on your or your friend's
face! Scroll up and BUY NOW!
This book is printed in color as a guide to teachers using the method, and includes teacher's
notes.The staff, clefs, notes and more about chant are presented in an innovative manner that
builds on the fact that at one time the Gregorian Chant music staff of four lines was drawn
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using green ink for DO and red ink for FA. Expanding this idea to include clefs and notes, while
coloring students of chant learn how to read and sing chant with the half-steps of the chant
scales firmly visualized, making the transition to reading chant from books printed in black ink
very easy.All the books by Basic Chant use very large notes for chant since this was how they
were created and used by singers for hundreds of years as singers grouped around one large
book to sing. The notes and signs of chant can be hard to read in modern printed books but
after learning them in large form, it becomes much easier to sing them from modern editions.

BEST VALUE! On sale for the holidays (limited time offer) The Catholic Coloring
Book for Adults is a beautifully illustrated activity book that is suitable for adults
and children. Each page features an inspiring quote from the Bible. An absolute
essential Catholic gift for parents, grandparents, godparents, teachers,
catechists, and kids of all ages! WHAT'S INSIDE 50 Inspiring coloring pages
Bible verses from the Catholic Bible Original illustrations and beautiful typography
and lovely patterns Printed single sided to avoid bleed through on black pages
Large print 8.5'' x 11'' inch pages Perfect for all coloring mediums Suitable for
adults, children and seniors Hours of relaxation, mindful prayer and stress relief
Great gift for Christmas. Use it as a stocking stuffer, a white elephant gift, Church
secret Santa, or more.
Adults of all ages everywhere who feel stressed and unfocused are quieting their
minds and souls by putting away the smart phones and tablets and picking up
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pencils, markers and crayons to color. At home, in waiting rooms, in churches, on
road trips - coloring books for adults are becoming more and more popular.
These coloring books for adults from Paraclete are not only a simple path to
making something beautiful, it has a spiritual element as well. For any religious or
spiritual seeker, coloring these 30 patterns, each paired with an uplifting Word of
Faith and simple verse, will relax the mind and bless the heart. "Sometimes
coloring is just coloring. To put crayons to paper and create a rainbow of marks
and swaths is relaxing, playful, and maybe even artistically satisfying. But
sometimes coloring is more. To put colored crayons, markers, or pencils to paper
is to create a pathway to the numinous. Coloring invites the body and the senses
into an experience of inner stillness. While the hand moves, the mind and the
body slow down. The heart and the ears open carving a space for rich silence
and an opportunity for God to speak." --Sybil MacBeth, author of Praying in
Color: Drawing a New Path to God
Color the psalms catholic coloring book: This Beautiful Bible Verse Coloring Book
has everything you need: - Matte finish cover for an elegant look and feel - 30 +
Encouraging bible verses & religious quotes - Interesting coloring flowers Coloring pages to help you relax Product Details: Premium matte-finish cover
design Perfect for all coloring mediums Large format 8.5"x11.0" (22x28cm) pages
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Every page is designed to let you focus on the beauty of Scripture and bring it to
life through coloring. Take time to enjoy God's Word and color verses from his
beautiful world. Buy now and get the relaxation you deserve !!!!
This Catholic Coloring Devotional provides prayer, scripture, reflection, and
inspiration as you Color the Psalms. All scripture passages are from the Catholic
Bible and are suitable for family study. This Catholic Bible Devotional & Adult
Coloring Book contains 30 coloring pages, each with unique flower designs and
scripture passage, allowing you to relax, relieve stress, and color in prayerful
meditation. Coming Soon: Mysteries of the Rosary Catholic Coloring Devotional:
Color the Proverbs Catholic Coloring Devotional: Color the Gospel Other
Information: Top 100 Books on Catholicism: Mother Angelica: The Remarkable
Story of a Nun, Her Nerve, and a Network of Miracles Living Faith - Daily Catholic
Devotions Dear Pope Francis: The Pope Answers Letters from Children Around
the World by Pope Francis Mother Angelica's Little Book of Life Lessons and
Everyday Spirituality Praying with Mother Angelica The Prayers and Personal
Devotions of Mother Angelica The Name of God Is Mercy by Pope Francis
Mother Angelica's Private and Pithy Lessons from the Scriptures The Vatican
Cookbook: Presented by the Pontifical Swiss Guard Mother Teresa: A Life
Inspired Accidental Saints: Finding God in All the Wrong People 33 Days to
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Morning Glory: A Do-It-Yourself Retreat In Preparation for Marian Consecration
Diary of Saint Maria Faustina Kowalska: Divine Mercy in My Soul Catechism of
the Catholic Church The Seven Storey Mountain Manual for Eucharistic
Adoration The Return of the Prodigal Son: A Story of Homecoming 3 Methods of
Prayer That Will Change Your Life Life of the Beloved: Spiritual Living in a
Secular World Breathing Under Water: Spirituality and the Twelve Steps A Year
of Mercy with Pope Francis: Daily Reflections The Lamb's Supper: The Mass as
Heaven on Earth Rediscover Catholicism Rediscover Jesus Holiness for
Housewives My Life with the Saints Humility: Wellspring of Virtue The
Temperament God Gave You Waking Up Catholic: A Guide to Catholic Beliefs
for Converts, Reverts, and Anyone Becoming Catholic Beautiful Mercy Thy Will
Be Done Fire of Love!: Understanding Purgatory A Catholic Woman's Book of
Days The Secret of the Rosary Catholic Prayers Defending Marriage My Daily
Bread Manual for Spiritual Warfare A Year with Mary: Daily Meditations on the
Mother of God An Introduction to the Devout Life The Story of a Soul St. Therese
of Lisieux The Imitation of Christ NABRE - New American Bible Revised Edition
Five lessons from the Carmelite Saints To Heaven & Back: The Journey
Pick up your crayons, colored pencils, watercolors, or markers and allow the
Spirit of the psalms wash away your stress, refresh your heart, and welcome you
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into the presence of God. Artist Michal Sparks created each coloring page to
compliment a favorite verse from the book of Psalms and now invites you to add
the colors. Created specifically for adults, this coloring book is an invitation to be
creative while you meditate on God's Word.
Gratitude: A Prayer and Praise Coloring Journal invites you to bring creative
journaling and the calming act of coloring into your quiet time with God. This
beautifully designed interactive prayer book from Tyndale's Living Expressions
collection helps guide your thoughts as you pray about concerns such as health,
overcoming stress, personal relationships, and more. Gratitude gives you a way
to celebrate and give thanks to God for the many blessings he provides. Filled
with over 100 designs to color, plenty of space for journaling and sketching, and
40 needs-based prayers, Gratitude helps you express your devotion to God with
your whole heart!
"In Sacred Scripture, the Church constantly finds her nourishment and her
strength, for she welcomes it not as a human word, 'but as what it really is, the
word of God'" (Catechism of the Catholic Church, 104). Read, pray, and journal
your way through the Gospels and Psalms. The wide margins in this singlecolumn edition give you room to journal, take notes, record prayers, and even
doodle, allowing you to dig deeply into the meaning of passages and their impact
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on your faith. The elegant design features a soft, supple, synthetic leather cover.
Available in two colors "š€š" Rose and Navy New American Bible, Revised
Edition
Eight handsome figures include celestial beings reading, playing stringed
instruments, holding a sword, blowing a horn, and more.
Make the perfect gift for anyone who loves coloring! Enjoy this Psalms Coloring Book for adults
and teens who want relax and learn more about Bible and Catholic faith. Click the cover to
reveal what's inside! About this book: ? 30 full pages, with beautiful quotes from the bible ?
Printed on high quality solid white paper. ? Easily color with crayons, colored pencils or colored
pens, ? Beautiful designs appropriate for women and men, Put a SMILE on your or your
friend's face! Scroll up and BUY NOW!
Experience spiritual calm with the first adult coloring book to focus on the Rosary as you color
and reflect on the traditional Catholic prayer. Renowned artist Daniel Mitsui provides
exquisitely detailed illustrations of the Glorious, Joyful, and Sorrowful Mysteries, suitable for
meditative coloring and for reflecting on the lives of Jesus and the Blessed Mother. Adult
coloring books were the fastest-growing book category last year, making up five of the top ten
bestselling books in 2015. But of the hundreds of coloring books on the market, very few reflect
Catholic themes. Daniel Mitsui's The Mysteries of the Rosary is the first adult coloring book to
focus on the Rosary and draw inspiration from medieval illustrated manuscripts. Just as
repetition of the Hail Mary during the Rosary can create a contemplative awareness of its
mysteries, careful attention to coloring these captivating illustrations can open your heart to a
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deeper awareness of the Rosary's truths. Like the medieval monks who understood their
artistic decoration of the gospels as a form of prayer and praise, you'll find yourself caught up
in meditative wonder as you prayerfully color Mitsui's images. The artist specializes in handdrawn ink illustrations on paper or vellum. Since his conversion to Catholicism in 2004, most of
his pieces have focused on religious subjects. Mitsui decided to publish selections of his fine
art as a coloring book because he believes that traditional Catholic art has the power to shape
the imagination and heart of everyone who experiences it. This unique coloring book contains
thirty illustrations--fifteen full-page drawings of the mysteries of the Rosary, each one
beautifully bordered by traditional images of animals and flowers; twelve vignettes featuring
prophets, evangelists, and Fathers of the Church; and three larger drawings with the artist's
commentary. It also contains descriptive copy written by the author for the three sets of
Mysteries.
Beauty in the Bible: Volume 2 includes even more inspirational Scripture quotes, such as: •
You will show me the way of life. (Psalm 16:11) • Trust in the Lord with all your heart.
(Proverbs 3:5) • and many more! From illustrator Lindsay Hopkins, every page is designed to
let you focus on the beauty of Scripture and bring it to life through coloring. This premium
version features: • Uplifting, encouraging Bible verses • Soothing designs and patterns to color
• Removable 8x10 and 5x7 designs • Thick, artist-grade paper With designs perfect for
framing, these inspirational verses and soothing patterns provide hours of mindful calm and
reflection on the word of God.
50 Coloring Pages Inside! BEST VALUE! On sale for the holidays (limited time offer) The
Psalm Coloring Book for Adults is a beautifully illustrated activity book that is suitable for adults
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and children. Each page features an inspiring quote from the Bible. An absolute essential
Christian gift for parents, grandparents, godparents, teachers, ministers, pastors, and kids of
all ages! WHAT'S INSIDE 50 Inspiring coloring pages Scripture verses from the Bible Original
illustrations and beautiful typography and lovely patterns Printed single sided to avoid bleed
through on black pages Large print 8.5'' x 11'' inch pages Perfect for all coloring mediums
Suitable for adults, children and seniors Hours of relaxation, mindful prayer and stress relief
Great gift for Christmas. Use it as a stocking stuffer, a white elephant gift, Church secret Santa,
or more. Tags: bible verse coloring book, psalm coloring book adult, christian coloring,
religious coloring books, jesus coloring book, stress relief coloring books for adults,
inspirational coloring books
Immerse yourself in the Bible's promises with these beautifully crafted, hand-drawn verses by
Lori Siebert--all ready for your own creative touch. As you spend a few restful moments
coloring and contemplating these well-loved passages of Scripture, each page will become a
personal reminder that God's Word is for you.
BEST GIFT IDEA FOR EVERYONE - SPECIAL LAUNCH PRICE (BUY NOW!!!! ) This
Christian coloring book for everyone lets you enjoy the relaxing act of coloring while also
deepening your relationship with the Lord. This book is perfect for Christians of all ages and
makes a wonderful gift for special Christians in your life. Each single-sided page features a
scripture verse in beautiful calligraphy & lettering for meditation and inspiring designs for
coloring. Product Details: 30 Amazing Unique Beautiful coloring pages Premium cover design
Printed single-sided on bright white paper Perfect for all coloring mediums High quality 60#
(90gsm) paper stock Large format 8.5"x11.0" (22x28cm) pages
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Introducing Tyndale's newest addition to the bestselling Inspire line, and the first--and
only--Catholic coloring Bible. The Inspire Catholic Bible features over 450 beautiful Scripture
line-art illustrations to color plus two-inch-wide lightly ruled margins with extra space to write
notes and reflections or to draw and create original art. Inspire's generous 8.65-point font is
larger and more readable than most other journaling Bible fonts, and the high-quality white
Bible paper is great for colorers and creative Bible journalers of all skill levels. Inspire Catholic
Bible's New Living Translation text has been approved by the Catholic Church for personal
reading and features the official Imprimatur. The Holy Bible, New Living Translation,
communicates God's Word powerfully to all who read it, and Inspire is a wonderful legacy Bible
for readers to record their faith journey.
Psalm Coloring BookRelaxing and Inspirational Christian Adult Coloring Therapy Featuring
Psalms, Bible Verses and Scripture Quotes for Prayer and Stress Relief with Beautiful
Typography and Calligraphy to Color for Kids and AdultsCreatespace Independent Publishing
Platform
This inspirational coloring book features uplifting quotes and scripture verses for Christians
who love to color. Features 29 Bible verse designs by 6 different artists. The perfect gift for the
adult coloring enthusiast!
2018 GIFT IDEAS COLORING BOOKS FOR GROWN-UPS CATHOLIC This Catholic Coloring
Book Devotional for women provides prayer, scripture, reflection, and inspiration as you color
the bible. All scripture passages are from the Catholic Bible and are suitable for family study.
Verses for Catholic Women contains 43 coloring pages, each with beautiful coloring designs
and scripture passage, allowing you to relax, relieve stress, and color in prayerful meditation.
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Product Details: All bible verses from the Catholic Bible Each bible verse presented in beautiful
lettering with coloring patterns & illustrations Each page printed single-sided on bright white
paper Reverse page features full bible verse for contemplation and prayer Premium mattefinish cover design Calming black patterns on reverse pages to minimize bleed-through Perfect
for all coloring mediums High quality 60 lb (90 gsm) paper stock Large format 8.5" x 11.0"
(22cm x 28cm) pages
From USCCB Publishing, this revision of the General Instruction of the Roman Missal (GIRM)
seeks to promote more conscious, active, and full participation of the faithful in the mystery of
the Eucharist. While the Missale Romanum contains the rite and prayers for Mass, the GIRM
provides specific detail about each element of the Order of Mass as well as other information
related to the Mass.
2018 GIFT IDEAS COLORING BOOKS FOR GROWN-UPS CHRISTIAN Color the Words of
Jesus is a beautifully curated collection of bible verses for Christians centered on the words of
Jesus. This Christian coloring book for everyone lets you enjoy the relaxing act of coloring
while also deepening your relationship with the Lord. This book is perfect for Christians of all
ages and makes a wonderful gift for special Christians in your life. Each single-sided page
features a scripture verse in beautiful calligraphy & lettering for meditation and inspiring
designs for coloring. The back of each page is black to minimize any potential bleed-through.
The back pages also feature calming patterns and the full length bible verses for each coloring
page. Celebrate your Christianity by grabbing your colored pencils and spending some time
with the Lord! Product Details: Premium matte-finish cover design Printed single-sided on
bright white paper Perfect for all coloring mediums High quality 60# (90gsm) paper stock Large
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format 8.5"x11.0" (22x28cm) pages
"Color your way to peace and worship. We live in such a hectic world -- but what waits for you
inside this cover is a way to quiet the noise, express creativity, and spend some sweet time
with God. Each page features an original design from one of a dozen different artists,
beautifully illustrating a contemplative quote from an inspirational writer, beloved hymn, or
Scripture."--Back cover.
The Book of Psalms is featured in this beautifully crafted Christian Adult Coloring Book. The
pages include a variety of delightful patterns, mandala designs, motifs and ink drawings that
incorporate Scripture from Psalms. Rejoice in the songs of praise while you put color to the
pages to create your unique work-of-art. Because the one-sided pages are perforated, you can
share the joyful pastime of coloring and display or share your artwork as a source of
inspiration. The book is bound in heavy-duty stock with embossed text and design and lavish
applications of spot-varnish and silver foil. Perforated One-Side Printed Sturdy Pages - 56 full
page drawings with Scripture from Psalms - Includes 7 pages with gift tags, bookmarks and
cards to color - Size is 8.5 x 11"
2018 GIFT IDEAS - COLORING BOOKS FOR GROWN-UPS - CATHOLIC This Catholic
Coloring Devotional provides prayer, scripture, reflection, and inspiration as you Color the
Proverbs. All scripture passages are from the Catholic Bible and are suitable for family study.
This Catholic Bible Devotional & Adult Coloring Book contains 30 coloring pages, each with
unique flower designs and scripture passage, allowing you to relax, relieve stress, and color in
prayerful meditation. Product Details: All bible verses from the Catholic Bible Each bible verses
presented in beautiful typography with coloring patterns & illustrations Each page printed singlePage 14/19
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sided on bright white paper Premium matte cover finish Soothing black patterns on reverse
pages to minimize bleed Perfect for all coloring mediums High quality 60lb (90gsm) paper
stock Large format 8.5"x11.0" (22x28cm) pages The Drawn To Faith collection includes:
Stations of the Cross - ISBN 1533224730 Mysteries of the Rosary - ISBN 1945888415 Color
the Psalms - ISBN 1533224749 Color the Proverbs - ISBN 1533224773 Color the Gospel ISBN 153322479X Color the Epistles ("Letters") - ISBN 1533224811 Catholic Journaling Bible
- ISBN 1945888695
The liturgical year invites us to walk with Jesus through the most wonderful story ever told: the
Gospel. In Through the Year with Jesus: Gospel Readings and Reflections for Children,
catechist and popular blogger Katherine Bogner reveals the rich mystery of the seasons we
celebrate in the Church. With Gospel readings for each week of the liturgical year, along with
tools for reflection, discussion, and prayer, Through the Year with Jesus offers endless
opportunities for discovering who Jesus is and better understanding Catholic teaching about
his life and mission. Promote prayer and conversation about the life of Christ with children
through Weekly readings from the Gospels Lectio Divina prompts to nurture personal prayer or
journaling Sacred art to accompany the Gospel reading Stories of saints and many rich
Catholic traditions for the liturgical year The easy-to-use format of Through the Year with Jesus
helps adults lead children to an intimate encounter with the heart of Jesus through the rhythm
of the liturgical year and the powerful words of Scripture.
The bestselling original Inspire Bible is now available in a new large print binding! Enjoy all of
the cherished features from the original Inspire Bible--including over 400 beautiful line-art
illustrations to color--plus enlarged text for a comfortable reading experience, wider margins,
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and larger illustrations to color! This beautiful resource is for people who want to connect to
Scripture through art but have a hard time reading the smaller text in other wide-margin Bibles
or who simply prefer a larger canvas for creative Bible journaling. The larger trim of the Inspire
Bible Large Print augments the beauty of the features and allows even more space for notes
and illustrations in the extra-wide, lightly ruled wide margins, offers bigger illustrations to color,
and has the largest font in a large print journaling Bible. It's a great Bible for responding to
Scripture with creative, worship-filled expression! The flexible LeatherLike cover material on
this edition is Smyth-sewn and lays flat on a desk or table. Other special features include
elegant pops of gold foil across the shimmery cover material, gold gilded page edges, and a
matching ribbon marker.
Be Bold offers an outlet to simultaneously focus on God's Word and express creativity. Using
scripture as the foundation for her designs, Ellen Elliot takes readers through a series of
inspiring verses reinforced with short devotional writings. Topics include joy, hope, self-image,
peace, and more. Each coloring page and corresponding devotional will help the reader
develop a closer relationship with the Heavenly Father.
This 3-in-1 adult coloring book includes imaginative designs from Color the Psalms, Color Your
Blessings, and Color the Names of God. Allow God's Word to flood your spirit as you pick up
your crayons, colored pencils, watercolors, or markers and fill the pages with color.
REGULAR LIST PRICE $10.99 - 2016 GIFT IDEAS: CATHOLIC BOOKS & BIBLES This
Catholic Devotional and Adult Coloring Book provides prayer, scripture, reflection, and
inspiration as you travel with Jesus Christ through the Stations of the Cross. All scripture
passages are from the Catholic Bible and are suitable for family study. Additionally, this book
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contains fourteen beautiful stained glass coloring book images, one for each Station, allowing
you to relax, relieve stress, and color in prayerful meditation. Product Details: Printed single
sided on bright white paper Perfect for all coloring mediums High quality 60# paper stock Large
format 8.5" x 11.0" pages Catholic Stations Include the Following Pages with Prayers and
Scripture from the Catholic Bible Station 1 - Pilate Condemns Jesus to Die Station 2 - Jesus
Accepts His Cross Station 3 - Jesus Falls the First Time Station 4 - Jesus Meets His Afflicted
Mother Station 5 - Simon Helps Jesus Carry His Cross Station 6 - Veronica Offers Her Veil to
Jesus Station 7 - Jesus Falls the Second Time Station 8 - Jesus Speaks to the Women Station
9 - Jesus Falls the Third Time Station 10 - Jesus is Stripped of his Garments Station 11 Jesus is Nailed to the Cross Station 12 - Jesus Dies Upon the Cross Station 13 - Jesus is
Taken Down from the Cross Station 14 - Jesus is Placed in the Sepulcher
Surrounded by Beauty Bring the refreshment of nature into your home and heart with Color
God's Creation. Caroline Simas' sweet and uplifting artwork has been featured on numerous
gift and home-decor products. Now you can join her in her quest for joy by adding color to her
lovely drawings with your crayons, colored pencils, watercolors, or markers. Contemplate the
creativity of your heavenly Father as you explore these illustrations of the flora and fauna on
planet Earth. A world of inspiration awaits among the charming pages and accompanying
words from Scripture in this adult coloring book. Take a deep breath of fresh air and dive into
the peaceful pleasure of coloring.
2018 GIFT IDEAS - COLORING BOOKS FOR GROWN-UPS - CATHOLIC This Catholic
Coloring Devotional provides prayer, scripture, reflection, and inspiration as you Color the
Epistles (Letters) of the New Testament. All scripture passages are from the Catholic Bible and
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are suitable for family study. This Catholic Bible Devotional & Adult Coloring Book contains 30
coloring pages, each with unique flower designs and scripture passage, allowing you to relax,
relieve stress, and color in prayerful meditation. Product Details: All bible verses from the
Catholic Bible Each bible verses presented in beautiful typography with coloring patterns &
illustrations Each page printed single-sided on bright white paper Premium matte cover finish
Soothing black patterns on reverse pages to minimize bleed Perfect for all coloring mediums
High quality 60lb (90gsm) paper stock Large format 8.5"x11.0" (22x28cm) pages The Drawn
To Faith collection includes: Stations of the Cross - ISBN 1533224730 Mysteries of the Rosary
- ISBN 1945888415 Color the Psalms - ISBN 1533224749 Color the Proverbs - ISBN
1533224773 Color the Gospel - ISBN 153322479X Color the Epistles ("Letters") - ISBN
1533224811 Catholic Journaling Bible - ISBN 1945888695
2018 GIFT IDEAS - COLORING BOOKS FOR GROWN-UPS - CATHOLIC This Catholic
Coloring Devotional provides prayer, scripture, reflection, and inspiration as you Color the
Gospel. All scripture passages are from the Catholic Bible and are suitable for family study.
This Catholic Bible Devotional & Adult Coloring Book contains 30 coloring pages, each with
unique flower designs and scripture passage, allowing you to relax, relieve stress, and color in
prayerful meditation. Product Details: All bible verses from the Catholic Bible Each bible verses
presented in beautiful typography with coloring patterns & illustrations Each page printed singlesided on bright white paper Premium matte cover finish Soothing black patterns on reverse
pages to minimize bleed Perfect for all coloring mediums High quality 60lb (90gsm) paper
stock Large format 8.5"x11.0" (22x28cm) pages The Drawn To Faith collection includes:
Stations of the Cross - ISBN 1533224730 Mysteries of the Rosary - ISBN 1945888415 Color
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the Psalms - ISBN 1533224749 Color the Proverbs - ISBN 1533224773 Color the Gospel ISBN 153322479X Color the Epistles ("Letters") - ISBN 1533224811 Catholic Journaling Bible
- ISBN 1945888695
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